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Abstract
Smart meters are automated devices that can exploit to monitor the real-time electricity
consumers’ power consumption. The smart grid with key technological enablers are
considered as the collected information consumption that would useful for enabling the
real-time schemes of new sophisticated billing. A wide-variety of value-added services
could rise and the power distribution system’s efficient operations could facilitate. As the
meters can collect the consumers’ sensitive data, the information of energy consumption is
provided. For data collection, a prime challenge and a major concern is considered as
privacy. In this paper, the metering data with different applications in the smart grid and
the reviewing of relevant privacy legislation are made. The research implications,
suggestions, structured overview, and defects of security solutions have been demonstrated
for effective management and data delivery of privacy-preserving meter data. To collect the
meter-data for three application areas such as 1) value-added services; 2) operations; and
3) billing including demand response, recent works on privacy-preserving technologies for
collecting meter data have been investigated in this paper.

1. INTRODUCTION
The automated meters and smart meters include in the key enablers of smart distribution
grids. For a device, the automated meters have been implemented to (i) Determine the
consumption of electric energy using a variable time granularity and (ii) make a report on the
computed consumption to a Meter Data Management System (MDMS). Additionally,
automated meter is also called as a smart meter as it has a capability to (iii) receive the
commands of direct load control or pricing data and (iv) make the information exchanging
with the smart home appliances which optimizes the energy utilization and participates in
demand response. A subset of smart meters is the control functionality and data collection of
automated meters. A subset of issues relevant to smart meters is to the subset of privacy
issues relevant to automated meters.
In most of the countries, the metering systems can store and transmit the information of
measured data at time intervals of 15 minutes. But, it‟s common that the reporting hourly and
daily.
Based on the population density and country, the utilization of communication technology is
varied. However, the most common technologies are involved ZigBee [1]. Power-Line
Communication (PLC), and cellular networks. Often, the information is delivered by using a
hierarchical model and is processed at medium or low voltage substations. Over an IP
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network, the data is delivered to the MDMS. From the premises of customers, the
information could be transmitted through the „public‟ communication networks (nondedicated) like the Internet.
The infrastructure of smart metering in different domains subsuming the meter data
management, communications, customer domain, and different services based on the
metering data are illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure1: Different domains of the smart metering infrastructure
A. Operations, Billing, and Value-Added Services
In a smart grid, one of the many sources of information is considered as an automated and
smart meters which can collect the measurement data and can use in integration with other
collected information sources using actors that involve the operators of smart grid and
distribution system, electricity markets, bulk generation, and the transmission system
operator. In three different types of tasks, the measured data can be used such as operations,
billing, and value-added services. Significantly, these are differed in required information
about number and locations of consumers, requirements on accuracy and frequency of
metering data, and the stakeholders.
Billing: In the dynamic pricing, the accurate customer billing is the usage of automated meter
data. The consumption of information is not required to perform in real-time owing to the
monthly-basis processing of billing but accurate time of using information and accurate
measurement data are require in the correctness of billing.
Operations: The smart meter data can also be used to achieve the improvement in reliability
and efficiency of electricity distribution specifically in the distributed generation. Because of
the distributed generation [2] automated meter data can use by utilities to parameterise the
intelligent Feeder Protection Systems (FPS) at substations in the back-feed availability or to
improve the integrated Volt and Var Control (VVC) and State Estimation (SE) of distribution
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system [3], [4] For detection of faults and achieving the improved automated Fault Location,
Isolation, and Service Restoration (FLISR), the meter data can also be used by them. The
real-time or near real-time data processing are require for metering data but with possible
different measurement accuracy and different granularities. The individual meter data may
require for FLISR to identify the fault location, make the restoration planning, and island
control while VVC, SE, and FPS may operate using aggregate meter data from a feeder
section or a feeder.
To improve the demand forecasts, smart meters could be utilized that deliver the information
from smart appliances beyond the ancillary and reliability services. For example, the future
power demand could advertise by an already active appliance or programming of an
appliance is accomplished to be moved in an active state at a certain time that the expected
curve of power demand could advertise as a dynamic pricing function. The utilization of
demand response can be enabled by the smart appliances‟ controllability and demand
forecasts for ancillary services that means an operator can allow for reducing the demand
through the appliances switching-off while in the supply scarcity. The information of realtime demand requires in such real-time direct demand response.
Value-Added Services: To provide value-added services, smart meter data could leverage by
operators, consumers, and third-party service providers. These services are for the electric
appliances diagnostics and for the management. Based on the third-party business model,
value-added energy services could provide for a fee or for free and the transformation of the
electricity market could accelerate [5].
Based on the provided guidelines for economic demand response i.e. the demand scheduling
as a function of the predicted prices of electricity, management services can use to reduce the
consumers‟ energy bill. The appliances like dishwashers, washing machines, and home or
building energy management systems involving Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
(HVAC) [6] could include in the controllable loads. In order to achieving energy savings,
economic demand response could provide using a service provider of energy management.
The coordination of demand response services of economic and ancillary could process and
allow the customized tariffs in the ancillary demand response programs with the
consideration of customers‟ engagement.
For detection of anomalous consumption patterns like appliances that consume excessive
energy or appliances that terminate the end of life cycles, consumers can make use of
diagnostics and maintenance services. These services could implement based on the
correlation of consumers‟ data consumption with similar profiles without regarding the
proximity [7]. For the lifecycle management of products, a free service may provide by an
equipment vendor in return for statistical information.
I.

Automated and Smart Meters Collect Personal Data

For an unintended and fourth purpose of invading the privacy of consumers, smart meters and
automated meters are collected the information. Based on the load signatures [8], a
significant recent work shows that the individual appliances can detect from the traces of
energy consumption with detailed analysis [9]-[10] [11]. To infer a household‟s occupancy
and to invade the consumers‟ privacy, frequent meter readings and data mining algorithms
can also be used in more sophisticated ways respectively based on the revealing the economic
status and life-styles [4]-[8]. The interests of consumers could also reveal by recent work that
shows enough measurements. From the profile of electricity usage, the displayed TV channel
can be estimated for a sampling period of 0.5 s by Greveler et al. [16]. For the smart grid, a
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data governance framework tailor-made is called as the privacy is considered as a serious
concern.
Ref.no Author name Proposed work
1
DM. Han et Different home network tasks are
al., (2010)
divided and assigned to appropriate
components using the proposed
smart home energy management
system. By supporting the active
sensor networks that has both
actuator and sensor components,
diversified
physical
sensing
information can integrate and
control different consumer home
devices using proposed system. To
improve
the
ZigBee
sensor
networks‟ performance, a new
routing protocol DMPR (Disjoint
Multi Path based Routing) is
developed.
2
Jouni
The
intelligent
methods
are
Peppanen
et presented by the author to detect and
al., (2015)
deal with the inaccurate or missing
smart meter data and ways to
process the information for various
applications. The method of an
efficient and flexible parameter
estimation is also presented based on
the regression analysis and voltage
drop equation for improving the
distribution system model in terms
of accuracy. A 3-D graphical user
interface
is
presented
for
visualization of the system state and
events with advanced version.
4
PA. Pegoraro Based on the consideration of
et al., (2012)
characteristics variable over loads
time and generation from renewable
sources, the investigations are
extended to the optimal meter
placement. Under the uncertain and
time variying behaviour of the
renewable generation and loads, the
given constraint of accuracy is able
to achieve by the distribution system
state estimation (DSSE).

5

CE

Importance
Because
of
flexible
integration into everyday
life, widespread attentions
have been gained by the
Smart
home
energy
network. Various home
appliances,
wireless
communication
technologies, and smart
sensors are unified by this
next generation green
home system transparently.

At the distribution system
level, the various new
distributed
energy
resources being installed
that
need
increased
visibility
into
system
operations. It will enable
using situational awareness
applications
and
distribution system state
estimation (DSSE).

For an effective operation
and control, a critical
element is the design of
measurement infrastructure
for
future
active
distribution grids. A new
paradigm is provided for
the system of distribution
grid monitoring using the
real-time and accurate
measurements
from
heterogeneous existing and
emerging
metering
devices.
To use new sources of transparent To accelerate the market
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11

Kontokosta et and available information publicly, a
al., (2013)
framework
is
outlined
the
significance of energy disclosure
requirements. The mechanisms are
presented
through
which
information can change market
behaviour in the commercial realestate sector and a wiring diagram is
developed for the information flows
based on the establishment of data
ecosystem.
Korosh
For monitoring and controlling all of
Vatanparvar et the appliances in a house, a novel
al., (2015)
HEM platform is presented that uses
a low power IEEE 802.15.4
standard.
To
implement
the
monitoring
and
controlling
algorithms,
Service-Oriented
Architecture and Devices Profile are
used for Web Services. The
flexibility and scalability of the
platform could improve. In this
platform, some other features also
implemented such as open-source
architecture, remote access feature,
and plug-n-play capability.
Michael
Based on the individual appliances
Zeifman et al., and/or end users, a new approach
(2012)
proposes for disaggregation of
electricity consumption and it would
improve the home energy displays in
terms of effectiveness.
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transformation
around
building energy efficiency,
one of the most promising
public policy tools is
represented using energy
disclosure laws.

For improving the energy
usage in the residential
buildings, Home Energy
Management (HEM) may
be utilized. The time-tomarket and making the
HEMs hard to penetrate the
consumer market have
increased
with
the
scalability,
cost,
and
flexibility of hardware and
software
available
architectures.

The emerging home energy
management devices are
considered as home energy
displays. Due to the higher
consumption of data for the
display
whole-home
electricity, the potential of
energy savings is limited.

Privacy Legislation for Smart Meter Data
Based on the foreseen provisions for “personal data”, the smart meter data must be managed
as a consensus. An opinion about the smart meters‟ data usage is issued by the European Data
Protection Supervisor. In smart metering or smart grids, it is stated that the stakeholders
should be aware that the personal data processing will obey with the national legislation
transposing fully subsuming Directive 95/46/EC, and to the applicable extent for the ePrivacy Directive.
Until the law is allowed selectively, the personal data collection is forbidden based on the
current policy of EU. The explicit legitimation is included that indicates the data is necessary
to achieve the specific purpose if the personal collecting entity can demonstrate the
information. To preserve a societal interest like the power grid stability, the smart metering
data is require which could describe by a Distribution System Operator (DSO). The limitation
of purpose is limited by the collection of personal data even it is allowed. The collected
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personal data can‟t be utilized for a different purpose like profiling and for only one
particular purpose like billing. A separate legitimation is required for every additional
purpose.
Although the provided guidelines of NIST on privacy aspects in 2010, federal regulation is
not placed on the privacy of smart meter data in the U.S. [14]. By making the landscape
instead of inhomogeneous and fragmented, additional regulations have been built in
California and other states [15]. According to the guidelines similar to the EU legislation, the
U.S. Department of Energy [16-17] was released a voluntary code of conduct for third parties
and utilities for addressing this deficiency.
Two Notions of Privacy
For privacy, the legal framework includes two different fundamental notions and
heterogeneous characteristics in the literature.
Cryptographic privacy: Based on the results from an algorithm, the information can be
learned is limited to the leaked data by an algorithm which require in cryptographic privacy
[18]. The information can learn from the result of algorithm be limited by the leaked
information of an algorithm that requires in cryptographic privacy [18].
Statistical privacy: In statistical privacy, an algorithm‟s result (possibly randomised) that
executes on a data set must not be disclose sensitive data relevant to the individuals. Here, the
main goal is to restrict the possible set of inferences according to the result. In statistical
privacy, a well-known notion is the differential privacy notion that requires to be similar to
the algorithm‟s result while executing on same data sets. For adding or removal of a
consumers with a probabilistic sense [19], aggregation must be insensitive. At least k-1 other
consumers should be available for other consumers whose information contains in the
aggregate for each consumer include in an aggregate and are indistinguishable for privacy‟s
another notion is kanonymity [20]. To describe the statistical privacy axiomatically including
differential privacy, refer to [21].
It‟s essential to consider that the focusing of privacy with two notions is balancing. Two
queries of consumption information about electricity is considered for describing the
difference. The anonymised hourly data of households‟ electricity over a year would be
requested by the first query. The second query would consider the durations and blackout
locations over the course of the same year. The attacker receives the anonymised information
would be ensured while computing the two queries based on the guaranteeing of
cryptographic privacy. But, the two queries results could be linked by the attacker and the
inferring of consumer locations or identities based on matching blackout events with the
reduced consumption of electricity in the household.
It‟s very important to achieve both privacy notions for protecting the private information. If
attackers can manipulate the information of protocol and data and can collude, this is even
more and it results in the defining of attacker models and requirements of security.
Requirements for Management of Smart Meter Data using Privacy-Preserving Protocols



Authenticity: The data relevant to the source should validate by the receiver of meter
data.
Confidentiality: While transmission of information (data-in-transit), computing (datain-use), and storage (data-at-rest), meter data should not be exposed for unauthorized
processes or individuals. To achieve the cryptographic privacy, the confidentiality of
data-in-use, data-at-rest, and data-in-transit is required to be ensured.
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Auditability: The possibility of verifying whether the response to a request
(computation on meter data) should be made.
Non-Repudiation: As the source of meter data initiates the data, it shouldn‟t be able to
deny that implies the integrity and authenticity.
Integrity: The maintenance of meter data should be done with correctness and
accuracy and should have to detect any occurred changes to the data during
computation, storage, and transmission.
Authenticity: The source of the data should be verified by the meter data receiver.

By preserving the privacy that relies on the attacker model significantly, it‟s a challenging
task for achieving the requirements of security. The assumption of following the protocol
honestly is considered under the honest-but-curious (also called semi-honest). For example,
this model doesn‟t manipulate the data. From the protocol, the attacker can deviate and
modify the protocol messages in the model of malicious attacker. Various meters may control
by a malicious attacker or may pretend to have multiple identities. This could be the best
example of a Sybil attack.
Two additional security requirements can formulate that related to the solutions for
integrating the data from multiple meters and to address malicious attackers.




Non-Malleability: Without involving in the detection process, the alteration of
encrypted data shouldn‟t be accomplished by an attacker.
Sybil Attack Resistance: For meters that include multiple identities, the solution
should be resilient.
Byzantine Attack Resistance: For colluding meters, the solution should be provided
without compromising the robustness. For example, meters have been compromised.

Ref.no Author name
Proposed work
14
Marek Jawurek et al., Without disclosing the actual
(2011)
consumption profile to the
supplier, the billing with timeof-use tariffs is enabled using
a proposed privacy-presreving
protocol. Based on the
commitments of Pedersen
processed using a plug-in
privacy
component,
the
approach depends on a zeroknowledge proof that is put
into the communication link
between the back-end system
of supplier and Smart Meter.
No changes require to the
hardware of Smart Meter and
small changes only considered
for the software of back-end
system and Smart Meter.
15 Arik Friedman and To build the algorithms of
Assaf
Schuster privacy-preserving
data
(2010)
mining, a naïve utilization of

Importance
In
households
of
customers, the replacement
of traditional electricity
meters is done with Smart
Meters which collects the
profiles of fine-grained
utility consumption from
consumers. It leads to the
enabling of introducing
time-of-use and dynamic
tariffs.

Based on the framework of
differential privacy, a data
access interface is given
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17

interface is presented that
could results in the inferior
data mining. This issue is
addressed
with
the
consideration of algorithmic
requirements and privacy
simultaneously. As a sample
application, it is focused on
decision tree induction. The
chosen methods using the data
miner performance has been
impacted profoundly by the
privacy mechanism. This
choice could differentiated the
accurate classifier and a
completely useless one.
Latanya
Sweeney To achieve fc-anonymity, a
(2002)
formal
presentation
of
integrating suppression and
generalization is provided.
Here, generalization includes
replacing or recording of a
value with a less specific but
constant value semantically. A
value is not released in
suppression. The Preferred
Minimal
Generalization
Algorithm (MinGen) which
presents
a
theoretical
algorithm.
Here,
these
techniques are integrated to
offer the protection of fcanonymity with minimal
distortion. Additionally, the
comparison of MinGen with
the real-world algorithms like
Ji-Argus and Datafly is made.
Stephen McLaughlin Through the manipulation of
et al., (2009)
AMI systems, consider the
adversary by means of
defrauding the electrical grid.
By processing the penetration
testing on commodity devices,
manipulate the energy usage
data and verify these attacks
viability using the methods
adversaries. In AMI systems,
the theft is still possible
through these activities and a
myriad of new vectors are
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for the issue of data
mining
with
formal
privacy guarantees. In any
specific record of an
individual, the changes are
insensitive
by
the
computations
which
require for differential
privacy.

The
person-specific
records are require to share
by data holder such as a
bank or hospital in a way
that
the
individual‟s
identities
can‟t
be
determined. Here, the
individuals are the data
subjects. The released
records
adhere
to
kanonymity is one way to
achieve this. That means,
at least (k-1) other records
has included in each
released record and the
values of records are
unclear over the fields
display in external data.

A
new
computerized
“smart grid” is transitioned
by
global
energy
generation and delivery
systems. An advanced
metering
infrastructure
(AMI) is one of the
significant components of
the smart grid.
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introduced for achieving it
based on the current AMI
devices.
Muhammad Rizwan For the smart grid and its
Asghar et al., (2013) relevant privacy legislation,
metering data is utilized for
different
purposes.
The
structure, recommendations,
drawbacks,
and
research
directions
for
security
solutions require for privacypreserving
meter
data
management and delivery are
provided. To collect the meter
data for three applications
areas: 1) value-added services,
(2) operations, and (3) billing
subsuming demand response,
privacy-preserving
technologies
have
been
considered.
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For monitoring the energy
consumption of electricity
consumers, automated and
smart meters are used in
near real-time. These are
considered as the smart
grid‟s
technological
enablers significantly. It
could enable new schemes
of sophisticated billing
which provides efficient
operation
of
power
distribution system.

Consent and Access Control
For private information using by each an individual, explicit consent provides by consumers
as mentioned in Section III-A. The explicit consent would need from the consumer although
it provided by the same entity along with the standard uses like operations and billing and
further value-added services. Therefore, it‟s important that sufficient data has available for
consumers to make decisions informatively relevant to the regulation of an access to the
private data for enabling the services of a third party [22]. Typically, the MDMS would
enforce such type of access control decisions.
The requested data should be able to access by an authorised entity principally and the least
privilege principle is followed [23]. Different types of access control mechanisms such as
Role-Based Access Control (RBAC), Discretionary Access Control (DAC), and Mandatory
Access Control (MAC) [24]. The eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) is
offered the policies of flexible access control [25], [26]. Since we are moving from coarsegrained to fine-grained access control, the challenging task is that the flexible access control
owing to the involvement of policy specification with more complexity and incurring
significant overhead. In a similar manner, private data about the sensitive information might
reveal by access control (e.g., [24]) specifically in case of enforcing the access control
policies in untrusted or semi-trusted environments. In [27], a solution is demonstrated to limit
the private data in semi-trusted environments where the policies of encrypted role-based
access control have been used. An incurring of a high computational overhead is done. For
expressing the policies of consent and access control that would use in the smart grid, the
specification language (usable) problem is used and it is still not determined.
It‟s technically challenging task that the accessing of private data for a specific purpose
although a specification language existed. Whether the information is processed based on the
given consent or not, existing solutions can‟t be verified although a consent is provided (as
mentioned in [22]) for a private data with a particular use. It becomes an open issue of
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verifying the processing of data based on the given consent and enforcing the expressive
policies with scalability and efficiency. To ensure the privacy, a common approach is used
for manipulating the information rather than verification so that it can be utilized for
particular purpose that permits the access. In section V, such type of solutions will be
discussed.
D. Data Integrity and Auditing
Based on traditional cryptographic solutions like PKI-based approaches [28], both for storage
and communication [29], data integrity ensures as it is essential for accurate metering. From a
perspective of privacy, it‟s very problematic to protect the data integrity based on schemes
like PKI because it can expose the consumers‟ identities for third parties such as storage
providers. Specifically in untrusted and semi-trusted environments [30], [31], one may have
to depend on approaches of anonymous authentication to protect the information of identity.
The problems of revocation and efficiency could be faced by the anonymous authentication.
Auditing is an essential problem relevant to integrity, i.e., whether the correction of received
in response to a request or not is verified. A challenging problem is that the auditing data
without invading privacy while various solutions are existed for the auditing issue in general
[32-36]. To validate the cost of consumption, the recent schemes allow consumers not
disclosing the data consumption to the MDMS [37-38], [41]. According to the commitments
[39], these schemes are implemented and aggregators are honest-but-curious, i.e., they are
true while making computations like verification of digital signatures but are curious in
learning the consumption of data. The computations verification made using the aggregators
do not support by these solutions. Under privacy requirements, the public auditing of stored
data is becoming a related problem that means the metering data of a consumer is verified
using a third party without invading the privacy. By using a public key-based homomorphic
linear authenticator, a solution was proposed in [40] for auditing the encrypted data publicly
on cloud storage. It‟s not clear that whether such type of a solution is suited for smart grids to
audit the metering data on real-time by considering the producing of data continuously as the
choosing of solution is made randomly using the data blocks verification. Based on the
intended use of the data, the real-time constraints are given for operations.

Ref.no
23

24

Author name
Proposed work
MR Asghar, G For managing the consent,
Russello (2012)
ACTORS are presented with a
goal-driven approach by the
author. The goal-driven approach
of
Teleo-Reactive
(TR)
programming is leveraged with the
use of ACTORS for management
of consent by considering the
changes relevant to the contexts
and domains where the patient
provides his/her consent.
JH Saltzer, MD The author describes the proposed
Schroeder (1975) method in three main sections.
Section I includes the examples of
elementary
protection
and
authentication mechanisms, design

Importance
The
capability
of
revoking and granting the
consent with efficiency is
empowered
by
this
proposed work. Based on
the situation of a patient,
the process of revoking
and granting is varied
greatly.

From unauthorized use or
modification,
the
computer-stored
information is protected
using mechanics. For
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25

31

32

principles, and desired functions.
The first section should found to be
accessible if any reader familiar
with computers. Section II
examines the modern protection
architectures and the relation
between access control list systems
and capability systems principles
with
detailed
analysis.
Additionally, it ends with protected
objects and protected subsystems
with a brief analysts. To
understand this section, some
knowledge about descriptor-based
computer architecture is required.
R.S. Sandhu et As a method of security
al., (1996)
administration and review, the
author focuses on describing why
role-based access control (RBAC)
is receiving renewed attention. A
framework
considered
with
developed four reference models to
understand RBAC in a better way
and
categorizes
various
implementations and discusses the
RBAC utilization for managing
itself.
Jan Camenisch A credential system creates by the
et al., (2006)
author that allows a user to
authenticate anonymously at most
$n$ times in a single time period.
A dispenser of n e-tokens
withdraws by a user. For
authentication, an e-token is used
to a verifier. Each e-token can
utilize only once. For each time
period, the dispenser refreshes
automatically. To this problem, the
prior solution is that the protocols
are a factor of k slower for the
verifier and user. Here, k
represents the security parameter.
Patrick Tsang et A new anonymous authentication
al., (2008)
scheme proposes known as
PEREA. Here, the bottleneck
computation is not rely on the size
of the revocation list. Instead of
time complexity in authentication
is linear in the size (K << L) of a
revocation window, the number of
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supporting
the
information protection,
those
architectural
structures are considered
-whether software or
hardware.

A role-based access
control approach utilizes
to
simplify
the
complexity of security
administration of large
systems.

Basically,
Glitch
protection designs for
hones users who reuse etokens occasionally. A
reused
e-token
can
recognize by the verifier.
The anonymity of users
preserves and they don‟t
reuse e-token too often. \

To make future accesses,
various
authentication
schemes used that allow
servers to revoke the
ability of misbehaving
users. These schemes
rely on powerful TTPs
that are having an ability
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34

37

II.

subsequent
authentications
is
considered if in case the user is
revoked after recognizing the
misbehaviour of a user. The
security of construction proves and
a prototype implementation of
PEREA have improved to validate
the efficiency experimentally.
Hwee Hwa Pang A scheme introduces by the author
et al., (2005)
for users to validate the query
results are authentic (i.e., all values
initiate from the owner), and
complete (i.e., omitting no
qualifying tuples). The proposed
scheme gives a support for the
selection on non-key and key
attributes as well as the queries on
relational databases. The access
control policies comply with the
scheme as it is computationally
secure and can be developed with
efficiency.
Michael Backes To determine the solution for issue
et al., (2013)
of computations class of quadratic
polynomials over a large number
of
variables,
the
novel
cryptographic techniques propose.
Notably, a wide range of arithmetic
computations with many important
statistics cover in this class. The
encouraging performance results
show to retain the solution
efficiency. For example, the size of
below 1 kB have included the
correctness
proofs
and
are
validated based on clients less than
10 milliseconds.
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of deanonymizing the
users‟
connections
(linking).

In publishing of data, the
satisfying user queries
role delegates to a thirdparty publisher by the
owner. Incorrect queries
could produce as the
publisher
may
be
susceptible or untrusted
to the attacks.

A large amount of data
with an untrusted server
stores by a client to
address the problem. The
storage is done in a way
that the client can ask the
server at any moment for
computing a function on
the outsourced data with
some portion.

The non-trusted operator model implements for service-specific privacy protection

The utilities, operators, and value-added service providers are considered as non-trusted
entities which is alternative to the trust model mentioned. The large number stakeholders are
inspired by this trust model and their business models and interests are not known to
consumers as they involve in the smart grid ecosystem. The privacy of consumer has ensured
with the use of a model of non-trusted operator that includes the meter data computation in a
way that they can utilize for different purposes such as operations, billing, and one of many
value-added services. It‟s essential to consider the meters security to preserve the privacy
under this trust model although we don‟t describe here.
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Privacy-Preserving Billing
In dynamic pricing, the accurate billing is the major advantage of automated metering
arguably. To enable correct billing, the changes in electricity prices frequently require for
detailed information about consumption of energy is the significant challenge in privacypreserving billing. But, the private information may lead with the detailed information about
energy consumption (ex: one reading every 15 minutes).
A. Secure Computation for Cryptographic Privacy:
The energy suppliers are enabled with the use of alternative approach for preserving the
privacy of customers by computing the bills without accessing for any individual readings.
Jawurek et al. [41] was proposed a scheme using Pedersen commitments with the
introduction of a privacy component inserted into the smart meter to restrict the privacy
leakage. This scheme allows the sending of billing information to the energy supplier based
on the signed commitment. The smart meter is used to sign on the commitments and the
energy supplier for verification of data. Rial and Danezis et al. [43] were focused on
extending the context of calculating the bills under a tariff of non-linear consumption. The
solution is depended on the integration of the Non-Interactive Zero-Knowledge proof (NIZK)
[43] and integer commitment of Groth, and on the generalized anonymous credential system
of Camenish and Lysyanskaya [44]. A solution is also proposed by them to make the billing
process under an affine consumption tariff without relying on the NIZK. The power demand
with instantaneous data i.e. the necessary data for operations couldn‟t be received by the
energy supplier that is the drawback of these schemes.
Molina-Markham et al. [45] was considered a different technical solution conceptually with
the implementation of a zero-knowledge protocol. The smart meter can act as a prover in the
proposed architecture and the power such as gas, electricity, or water is considered as a
secret. It is intensive computationally owing to the limitation of its wide scale adoption since
the solution is relied on homomorphic encryption and a zero-knowledge protocol.
For supporting the operations like voltage control, any solution is not provided that could
inform the operator regarding the instantaneous power demand beyond the number of
proposals using a non-linear consumption tariff for billing of privacy-preserving and the
solutions using an on-site battery. The value-added services may not feasible with the batterybased solutions. For example, monitoring of anomalous consumption patterns.
B. Privacy-Preserving Operations
Essentially, the secondary usage of smart meter data is that the ensuring of safety and
improving of operational efficiency in distribution grids. The individual smart meter data
may not require in enhancing the operations not similar to the billing. To know the aggregate
power supply instantly, it may be sufficient and the power supply is within the power
network areas. Based on the application, the area size and the aggregation level is performed.
For example, district, substation, neighbourhood, or an entire city. The level of privacy
protection is influenced by the number of aggregated consumers and it may impact on the
operational efficiency in case of system identification [46], or distribution state estimation
[47], [48].
1) Cryptographic Privacy using Aggregation Algorithms: There are various literatures
available for cryptographic privacy based on aggregation algorithms with and without
inclusion of a trusted third party. Most of the researches are focused highly on the privacy-
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preserving aggregation and little attention towards the trading-off between the data usefulness
and privacy-preservation to improve the efficiency in operations.
a) In case of a trusted third party: For meter data with privacy-preserving aggregation
cryptographically, different solutions develop using a trusted third party [49]. Efthymiou and
Kalogridis [49] were demonstrated a scheme to anonymise the metering data by considering
an assumption of a trusted escrow service for aggregating the smart meter data. For billing,
each smart meter includes a profile of non-anonymous client data with the utility. In the
proposed solution, the aggregation of data from various meters accomplishes based on an
anonymous data profile that embeds the escrow services. Bohli et al. [50] was proposed a
solution in which the consumption data of consumers is aggregated in a neighbourhood and is
sent to the energy supplier. The aggregation consumption per consumer is also submitted by
the solution at the ending period of each billing but time-of-use pricing doesn‟t allow here.
The transmission of solution is to the neighbourhood gateways merely in similar to [49]. The
possibility of approaches with a notable weakness that relies on a trusted third party which
being compromised and a solution is required in such a way that it can allow the operators or
customers for identifying the trusted third-party with any compromise in real-time.
b) Not involving a trusted third party: Either using designed channel codes for the wiretap
channel or using some form of homomorphic encryption, solutions are implemented without
involving the trusted third party that rely on secure multi-party computation [51]. To process
the operations over encrypted data, non-trusted third parties are allowed by homomorphic
encryption. Without declining the accuracy of results, the third party could implement any
number and combination of arithmetic operations ideally (ex: division, multiplication,
subtraction, and addition) on the encrypted information. However, it‟s very difficult to
achieve. The algorithms of state-of-the-art homomorphic encryption are involved within one
of two categories such as fully homomorphic cryptosystems and partially homomorphic
cryptosystems. Exclusively, a partially homomorphic cryptosystem provides either
multiplication or addition. The partially homomorphic cryptosystems has included the
examples of Benaloh [54], the Goldwasser-Micali [53], and the Paillier [52] that support
addition. The examples of partially homomorphic cryptosystems supporting multiplication
are included RSA [56], and ElGamal [55]. Both addition and multiplication are supported by
fully homomorphic cryptosystems unlike partially homomorphic cryptosystems. Such type of
cryptosystem [57] is not yet practical because of the occurrence of high computational
overhead that retrieves by cryptographic system‟s underlying operations.
Based on decentralized, centralized, and distributed architectures, the exploring of additive
partially homomorphic cryptosystems utilization has presented without using a trusted third
party model. By using the Paillier cryptosystem, the aggregation of consumption data is done
at network gateways in EPPA [58]. Ruj and Nayak [59] were introduced a solution with the
use of Paillier cryptosystem based on the integration of attribute-based encryption. Here, the
aggregation of data done in a hierarchical way based on network elements like home area
gateways, remote terminal units, and building area gateways. Li et al. [60] consider a scheme
wherein smart meters are connected in a form of mesh network and data is aggregated by
themselves with the use of Paillier cryptosystem. The most common point between these
works is that the meters are considered as honest but curious and not concerning the
malleability. Vetter et al. [61] describe an architecture which encrypts the data rather than
aggregation of information based on a partial homomorphic cryptosystem which allows the
encrypted values‟ aggregation and the encryption keys aggregation. By using the aggregated
encryption key, the decryption and querying the aggregated data can perform with the energy
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provider and the encrypted data stores in a database grouped by region. In case of knownplaintext attacks, this scheme is not secure.
In [62]-[63], solutions were considered based on asymmetric and symmetric DC-Nets.
Chaum [64] was introduced the DC-Nets to compute the secret or Boolean values by relying
on a temporary secret shared among participants. They can provide unconditional privacy but
showing sensitivity for disruption attacks, i.e. the results of the computation not useful by
rendering a malicious attacker. Aggregation protocols were introduced based on DC Nets that
include a low overhead aggregation protocol which allows the building of shared secrets
based on public keys.
The permanent private keys are used for encryption by participants in asymmetric DC-Nets
[65] in contrary to the symmetric DC-Nets of Chaum. The sum of private keys is used in the
aggregator which assumes that the recognition of decrypting the aggregate value.
Unconditional security or perfect forward secrecy do not provide by asymmetric DC-Nets but
the aggregator is allowed for verifying the individual values and the aggregated value at the
price of sacrificing privacy. The solutions are considered based on asymmetric and
symmetric DC-Nets and made an argument that asymmetric DC-Nets are generalised the
solutions with the use of partial homomorphic cryptosystems. When compared to symmetric
DC-Nets that require addition or XOR, more complex cryptographic primitives like
multiplication and exponentiation require in asymmetric DC-Nets.
The solution is presented based on wiretap codes for a secure multi-party computation
scheme that doesn‟t rely on the homomorphic encryption. It allows the computation of linear
functions for distributed data in a network and an overhead has included that linearly grows
in the number of meters.
2) Facilitating Statistical Privacy: In case of Sybil attacks, the potential vulnerability is an
essential issue for the solutions using multi-party computation, i.e., colluding meters whose
focused on achieving the revealing of private data of other meters. By using the differential
privacy notion, a number of privacy-preserving aggregation schemes have been evaluated and
formulated that are robust against colluding meters. With the addition of random noise to the
measurement data, widespread use in solutions has been found out for privacy-preserving
aggregation without the inclusion of a trusted third party [66], [67], [68].
Bohli et al. [66] was made a conclusion of achieving the desired level of differential privacy
under the assumption of normally distributed noise. It would require much large groups of
aggregation for the practical solution. In [67], the Laplace distribution was used which is the
most popular distribution for the noise that helps to devise a protocol that depends on
exchanging of information between the meters. The protocol is operated robust for faulty
nodes but the data may irrecoverable with the malicious meters.
To achieve the differential privacy, the most crucial aspect is that the potential effect of the
noise on applications of smart grid such as state estimation, VVC, and dynamic relay
configuration. The trade-off between accuracy of state estimation and differential privacy
under Laplacian and Gaussian noise on a single feeder is quantified as a first step in the
recent works [68]. It‟s unclear that they are general in numerous applications FLISR, VVC,
and optimal power flow if generalisation of results can be done for topologies.
The existed algorithms give an access for disclosing a power consumption time series without
an attacker in real-time for leveraging the temporal correlation between subsequent samples
is another critical aspects of achieving the differential privacy with the addition of random
noise to invade the privacy. In [69], an approach was proposed based on adaptive sampling
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and filtering for traffic and epidemic data. But, it‟s not clear that the consumer privacy would
preserve by such approach when applied to smart meter data. Finally, we can‟t determine
whether the possibility of adding random noise in such a way that it doesn‟t impact on the
billing correctness.
3) Privacy Economics: To share the frequent reading of meter data with the operator, an
alternative approach would be considered for aggregation to provide an economic incentive
to customers. By relying on the activities sensitivity, time-of-day, and the financial incentive,
each customer would be allowed to take a decision regarding the reporting frequency on an
individual using a market-based solution. Thus, a price is set out on privacy [70]. In
improving the safety and efficiency of the operation, the economic incentive could adjust to
the received data value from the customers by the operator similarly. A framework that
explore the interesting direction is not to be conscious.
C. Value-Added Services
By comparing with billing and operations, less attention have been received to the privacypreserving value-added services. The privacy-preserving demand response is getting much
attention in the value-added service [72], [73]. A trusted entity is assumed in the presented
scheme in [73] which involves of the submission of bids in the form of power demand by the
customers in such a way that they could showing anxiety to the corresponding price and the
shed. The secure multi-party computation using secret sharing scheme of Shamir is used by
the presented solution in [71] and it depends on a set of schedulers that could be honest-butcurious. Alternatively, an iterative scheme was introduced that includes the assumption of
exchanging aggregation consumption plans by the customers with additive noise.
The identification of appliance level anomalies or optimization of electricity consumption of
a household could target by the value-added services along with the demand-response and are
relevant to the Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring (NILM). Based on the features of energy
consumption of a household, value-added services would focus on providing of value to the
consumer and metering data requires for various resolutions unlike NILM which has a
primary goal of load disaggregation. As services don‟t require complete time series, the
value-added services‟ feasibility doesn‟t contradict the operations of privacy-preserving. For
an instance, high frequency data may enough for detecting the faulty recrifiers [74]. A
characterization of normal behaviour may not available which is an essential aspect of outlier
direction. By using unsupervised machine learning, outliers may have to be detected.
Example, the distributed algorithms were showed that the detection of privacy-preserving
outlier is to be possible with the distance-based methods [75].
For transmission of similar data with different down-sampled versions and protecting each
version with a key, the naïve solution would enabled by such value-added services. A
hierarchical representation is used as a more sophisticated solution. Example, a wavelet
transform is applied recursively on the low pass sub-band [76]. A scheme of hierarchical key
management requires in the representations and it ensures that the customer can facilitate a
key to the provider of value-added service that facilitates to access the right representations
[77]. A source-coding paradigm would be used as an alternative solution as similar as the
Multiple Description Coding (MDC) which has been utilized for loss resilient video and
audio coding [78]. Various representations with equal importance would be created by an
MDC-like scheme and an arbitrary k-subset of these representations could be used by a
service provider to encode the data with accuracy for processing the service.
From the persective of resolution definition, researching in this area would get benefitted that
the several value-added services require and confirm whether the data is needed continuously
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or occasionally. To detect the malfunctioning equipment, a high-pass filtering version of a
power consumption of a household may enough but the average consumption of a household
wouldn‟t reveal. For the purpose of data exchange, the infrastructure of public
communication is used if high-resolution information require occasionally and may be
efficient to use a separate. Low bandwidth would require in the metering infrastructure
significantly and the technologies of privacy-preserving are improved for billing and
operation. They are not require to extend the high-frequency data for value-added services.
Because of the direct connection to the smart meters in the infrastructures of public
communication, such solution would rise the cost of data collection infrastructure.
The implementation of value-added services on the private computing platforms of customers
would be another alternative, such as the mobile phones. The private data can be kept locally
but the delivering of data to the devices can assume as in a privacy-preserving. A number of
potential issues are still require to be dealt with. For deploying the algorithms on customerowned devices, this solution needs value-added service providers primarily and the task of
the algorithms to be stolen. Some form of machine learning would employ by many valueadded services. Thus, they would be intensive computationally. The comparison of data from
different customers would rely by many value-added services which include distributed
privacy preserving algorithms to implement the value-added services. To address these
problems, the advancements require in the privacy-preserving and energy-efficient distributed
machine learning algorithms.
Ref.no Author name
Proposed work
43
Alfredo Rial et While keeping the use of tamper
al., (2011)
evident meters to a minimum
strictly,
a
privacy-preserving
protocol proposes for general
calculations on fine-grained meter
readings. Based on the readings on
own devices, users allow to process
and prove the computations‟
correctness without disclosing any
fine grained consumption. By
supporting a wide variety of tariff
policies, the protocols implement for
time-of-use billing as they are
simple and efficient.
45 Jan
A scheme of practical and provably
CamenischAnna secure signature proposes and show
Lysyanskaya
protocols (1) to prove the
(2002)
knowledge of a signature on a
committed value, and (2) to issue a
signature on a committed value (so
the signer has no information about
the signed value). To design the
anonymity-enhancing cryptographic
systems, this signature scheme and
corresponding protocols are used as
building blocks. Here, those systems
are group signatures, electronic
cash, and anonymous credential

Importance
With the disclosing of
fine-grained
data
consumption to utility
providers,
the
user
privacy threaten by the
proposals of smart grid.
Here,
the
utility
providers include timeof-use billing, energy
efficiency advice, tariff,
forecasting, settlement,
and profiling.

Both as a building block
in
the
design
of
cryptographic protocol
and in its own right,
digital signature schemes
have been used as a
fundamental
cryptogrammic primitive.
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49

62

60

systems. Based on the Strong RSA
assumption, the signature scheme
security and protocols performance
is resulted.
Efthymiou;
A method demonstrates by the
Georgios
author to anonymize frequent
Kalogridis
electrical metering data (for
(2010)
example, every few minutes) sent
using a smart meter. This
information may not require to be
attributable necessarily for a specific
smart meter or consumer although
such frequent metering data may
require by an electrical energy
distribution network or a utility.
However, it needs to be attributable
securely to a particular location
within the network of electricity
distribution like a group of houses
or apartments.
Fengjun Li et al., An
approach
of
distributed
(2011)
incremental
data
aggregation
presents that process the data
aggregation at all involved smart
meters in routing the information
from the source meter to the
collector unit. The entire local
neighbourhood or any arbitrary set
of designated nodes with minimum
overhead covers by the aggregation
route based on a constructed
aggregation tree carefully. For
securing
the
data
enroute,
homomorphic encryption is utilized
for protecting the user privacy.
Rongxing Lu et An efficient and privacy-preserving
al., (2012)
aggregation scheme proposes known
as EPPA for communications of
smart grid. To structure the
multidimensional data, a superincreasing sequence uses by EPPA
and the structured data encrypts
using the technique of homomorphic
Paillier
cryptosystem.
Data
aggregation performs on ciphertext
directly at local gateways by not
including the data communications
decryption from user to smart grid
operation center, the aggregation
result of the original information can
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It‟s very essential to
maintain the security and
privacy of future smart
metering networks and
smart grid. Eventually,
the public accepts to
make a research in this
area. The of data will
require to reassure by
smart meter users.

While protecting the user
privacy, efficient data
aggregation supports by
this approach in smart
grids. This method suits
for smart grids that
include repetitive routing
data aggregation tasks.

The concept of smart
grid has been raised due
to the convergence of
information
and
communication
technology
and
traditional power system
engineering.
It‟s
important to achieve the
success
of
next
generation of power grid
which featuring efficient,
reliable, flexible, secure,
friendly, and clean.
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65

61

be retrieved. The technique of batch
verification adopts by EPPA for
reducing the cost of authentication.
Different threats of security restricts
using EPPA and user privacy
preserves
which
demonstrates
through extensive analysis.
Dongwon Seo et A secure and efficient power
al., (2011)
management mechanism proposes
by author that leverages a
homomorphic data aggregation and
capabilty-based power distribution.
To collect the customers‟ power
demands
with
security
and
efficiency and for distributing the
power to customers who have the
capability, the proposed mechanism
is used. The validation of whether
the request delivers to the utility
properly can perform by each
customer and the misbehaving
customers
who
exceed
the
capabilities can detect by each
distributor based on the evaluation.

Sushmita
Ruj, A decentralized security framework
Amiya
Nayak proposes for smart grids that support
(2013)
access control and data aggregation.
By using neighboring area network
(NAN), building area network
(BAN), and home area network
(HAN), data can aggregate in a way
that protecting the consumers‟
privacy.
To
achieve
this,
homomorphic encryption technique
is used where the collected data of
consumers would sent out to the
substations which monitor using
remote terminal units (RTU). The
attribute-based encryption (ABE)
uses the proposed access control
mechanism that provides access to
the stored consumer data selectively
in data repositories and is utilized
based on different smart grid users.
The cryptographic keys and
attributes have included in RTUs
and users that distributed by various
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The smart grid security is
the prime consideration
of
preventing
from
catastrophic failures as a
smart grid gains much
attention in a research
field due to the features
like
saving
and
controlling
power
generation
and
consumption.
The
significant issue is that
the excessive power
consumption because the
power provider can‟t able
to analyse and be
responsive promptly for
such massive demand
that causes blackouts
through wide regions.
The scheme of access
control is in distributed
characteristic and doesn‟t
rely on a single KDC for
keys distribution that
allows to make the
approach as robust one.
The primary work is
based on the smart grids
that integrates the two
essential
security
components such as
access
control
and
privacy preserving data
aggregation.
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key distribution centers (KDC).
Under a set of attributes, encrypted
data sends by RTUs.
2. CONCLUSION
At third-party data centers or utility-managed centers, the smart meter data will manage and
process by considering the regulatory framework and business incentives. For computing the
confidentiality-preserving data, the fundamental limits for obfuscation-based solutions while
considering the model of trusted storage would be investigated. As smart meter data will use
the real-time operations, no known solution will be a privacy-preserving public auditing of
real-time data that owes the operational safety and financial implications. It‟s a challenging
task to achieve the all requirements of security and privacy in case of preserving the
consumer privacy. Based on the studies performed on the value-added services possibility,
the progress requires both in the privacy-preserving distributing machine learning algorithms
and code protection. To address the issue of privacy economics in a digital environment, both
utility theoretic models of privacy [79] and consumer-operator interaction with game
theoretic models would be required.
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